
SYGA10645

The inshore rod has been specifically designed with your needs in mind. It’s perfect for fishing in areas 

near the shoreline, where the water is typically shallow. This rod gives you more control and allows you to 

feel every bite, so you can make the most of your fishing experience.

With its stable material construction and sensitive tips, this rod will let you feel even the slightest nibble on 

the line. You won’t have to worry about missing any fish when you use this rod – it’s guaranteed to help 

you catch more fish than ever before.

Inshore rods are perfect for anyone who wants to get more out of their fishing trips without having to 

invest in a boat. They’re also great for beginners, since they’re easy to use and durable enough to handle 

whatever fish you might catch.

So, stop wasting your time with rods that don’t work well in close quarters – grab an inshore rod today and 

start reeling in those fish!
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Available Model

Item No. Type Length Power Action Section Lure wt(g) Line wt(kg)

SYGA10645-1 Spinning 2.58M MH F 2 10-42 5-11

SYGA10645-2 Spinning 2.70M M F 2 10-35 4.5-9
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Product Showroom
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Product Features

The material for the rod is an imported 30T+36T carbon fabric, which has a higher density and is more 

stable. This allows the rod to keep its sensitivity and strength while still keeping its weight advantage.

The usage of a Fuji "O" guides allows for improved heat dissipation, as well as increased levels of 

hardness and bending strength.
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It is designed to feel more like fishing with a single joint thanks to the fact that different areas of the 

spigot ferrule gap(0.6')have been reserved so that force can be transferred more effectively.

The combination of EVA and graphite in the reel helped to allow for a more pleasant grip.
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Packaging

Packing Method: Portable PVC rod tube with a polyester fabric pouch.

Packaging size: 

2.58M: 139*7.5*7.5cm

2.70M: 145*7.587.5cm
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